
NOTI TIEASTIRN REGIONAL FRUIT MA .. 'qK.ETTITG PROJECT 

Report 4* 

Problem: 

Sampling variation in weekly rates of apple purchases in retail 

stores. 

Source of rata: 

Retail store customer observations were made during an assigned 

one-hour period in each of 21 stores sainpled in a given city. Each store 

was revisited at the same time each week during the period of enumeration. 

The data w-ere collected October 1953, through January 1954 in eight cities 

by participating agencies in the Yortheastern Regional Fruit Harketing 

Project. 

Findings: 

The standard error of the difference in sales between two weeks 

for an individ1~l city is estimated to be 28 per cent of the overall 

average poQ~ds sold per observation period. Greater precision in the 

measurement of changes in sales is needed for the individual cities. 

Combining all 8 cities; the standard error of the difference in sales 

is estimated at 10 per cent of the average sales per observation period. 

The variation in week end apple sales relative to the mean for 

chain stores is less than for other types cf stores. That is, for chains, 

the individual stores tend to exhibit the same pattern with respect to 

changes in apple sales. But, the data indicate that relative week to 

week changes in apple sales tend to be larger for chain stores for the 

second part of the week than for either the large or medi~sized 
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independents. 

Doubt is cast on the advisability of adjusting for customer counts 

when the purpose is to show changes in sales. Variation in customer 

count from week to week is not only a !:latter of sanpling variation but 

might possibly be due to a true c~~ge in the total n~er of customers. 

Application: 

Based upon the estimates of the standard error of differences in 

sales between vro weeks, the publication of week to week changes in 

apple sales by individual cities is probably not justified. gowever, 

the publication of changes in sales for all c:i. ties combined ma-.- be of 

value to the trade. 

Some doubt is cast on the validity of rooasuring changes in weekly 

sales for all stores by measuring chain store sales during the week end 

when shopping is the heaviest. 

The analysis provides material for estimating sa~le size and 

design in order to attain some given level of reliability in estimating 

week to week changes in a;?1?le sales. 

Suppo"t"ting Data: 

The data used in this analysis cover a period of 17 weeks be-

ginning October 5, 1953 ar:d ending Jar.'J.ar.f 30, 1954. Apple rate of .~Dvt:•':.C:!t 

information was obtained by the retail store customer observation method. 

This method involves the stationing of an enuoerator in a store for a 

given period of time to observe and record customer purchases of a 

selected commodity under normal store operatir~ conditions. Thus both 

stores and time periods are s~~pled. 

:·"fuch supplementary descriptive information was obtained at the 

time the stores were visited. In this study, each apple display present 

in a given store during an assigned· period of visitation was described 

in terms-of variety, quality, price, display area and size and type of 
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package, if any. During the period of observation, a record was made 

of the number of customers passing by the apple displays and the amounts 

purchased from each. Supplementary information was also obtained on 

other competing fruits. 

~ sample of 21 stores was selected in each of the cities of 

Atlanta, Ga., Richmond, Va., Knoxville, Tenn., Boston, Mass., Phila-

delphia, Pa., Pittsburgh, Paw, Rochester, N.Y., and Ithaca-Elmira, N.Y. 

Each store selected was visited for a predetermined one-hour period 

once each 1veek for the entire period covered by the study. In a given 

city, the sa:-te plan for store visitations was folloc•red each week for the 

17 weeks. 

In eact of the 8 cities, the sample included 7 chain stores, 7 

large independents a:1d 7 medium-sized independents. The stratification 

(Figure 1). by size of store was made on the basis of apparent volQme 

Time Period 

10:00 am to 12 ~oo am 

12:00 pm to 2:30 pm 

2:30 pm to 4:00 pn 

4:00 pm to 6:00 pll' 

7:00 pm to 9:00 pm 

* No stores scheduled 
C = Chain store 
L = Large independent store 
M = Medium independent store 

Mon. Tues, 

* 1 

* M 

* c 

* I 

* * 

'Ved, Thurs. Fri. Sat. 

r.i c L M 

c L M c 

L M c L 

M c L M 

* * c * 

Stores observed for one-hour period during the specified time interval. 

Figure 1. Example of a plan for store visitations in a given city. 

~-----~----~~~~~~~~~~~-



of business. The sample was drawn fro~ grocery store route lists avail-

able for each city. Alternate stores ~~~e chosen in anticipation that 

some of the selected stores ~ould not ~eet specifications. In the field 

such factors as the number of cash registers, amount of floor space, 

amount of merc~andis~ on display and the general activity about the store 

were used as aids in determir~ng the final selection of stores to be 

included in the sample. Small independent neighborhood stores ''Tere 

excluded. ~hes2 stcres are characterized 'cy lor: customer traffi2 

during certain hours of the day and a low vclt:..'Tle of sales. In a:id tior., 

the practice of phoning ir. of grocery orders, common to many stores of 

this type, increases the difficulty of accurately measuring the rate of 

sale of a given co.nmodi ty during a short time period. 

Although the plan for store visitations varied from city to 

city, the overall plan for all cities '/Tas such that a balance was achieved 

in the number of stores falling in the different classifications ovGr 

a '.'Teckly period., In the eight cities COinbined} 56 cifferent chain 

stores, 56 diff9rent large independents3 and 56 different mcdi~~sized 

independents ·aere observed during specified ho'lr perj.ods each week. 

~breover, the design of the experiment per~ittcd an analysis of the 

'.Veek in two parts, The first part consistiDg of the first four days 

during whic.h ots,_orvations ~Tere made in eo.ch ci ~;J' ar.d the second part of 

the heavy shop:_Jing days of Friday and S3.tu·:-dc:.yo During the first part 

of the week, 4 chains, 4 large indep8nd~nts; and 4 medium independents 

were enu.'!lera ted in each d.ty. Dlring the secor.d part, 3 stores of 

each type were visited~ 

It was inevitable that in certain instances stores could not be 

visited as scheduled. ~V:here possible, observations were taken in the 

--- ------------------
- -·-
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missed stores during periods .,.;her-. store ccndi ~ions were similar to the 

scheduled period. These substi t'..;.~e o'cservatic:1s were then used in the 

analysis. However, for various reasons a?proximately 1 per cent of the 

scheduled store observations were wissect and ~o substitute observations 

vrere taken in their stead. In t::ese inst2...nces, values for the r.ri.ssing 

observations had to be substituted in orcer to facilitate analysis of 

the data already obtained. This -:-:-as acco~::ished b;;r inspection of the 

existing data for a given store. The ra!"~e for each variable 1;7as deter

mined and b;/ means of a table of ra!1dom n'.L1bers, a value was selected 

which fell ''Ti thin the extremes of the collecter:l data. This value was 

then substituted for the missing obse~ations in the analysis. 

Holidays occu.rring during the 17 week ?cri:)d further complicated 

the analysis. On Thanksgiving, C.:..ristmas, ~~re-:-~ Years and in certain 

cities, Armistice Day, stores were closed. Since the olan for store 

visitations in each of the ci tie~ called for cnu::.::::!:"a t:i.on on only five 

days of the week, it ~·.ras possiblz to :::-esc~ed-u:;..e the closed stores to an 

alternate day. Hm'leYer, in the a..:"lalysis J tte data obtained under this 

procedure v;as ::1ot used. It "?ra.S :'el t that bo:.;, C1.12tcr::er counts and 

sales should be tree>. ted as bonafiie zercs iil t>e s-!::ores affected and 

any increase in th;; number of customers ~r s::•.0.s S.11.:'in3 the holiday 

would be refl.ected in the data octai!!Pd :,:'ro1,~ -~i·.e re:11.aining stores i11 

the sample. 

The:!:"e are two principle ;:.-:::·: ::1ts ~·ri th reg~rd to the sa'IIple that 

need to be ke?t in rr.::.r..d •mer.. interpreting the results to be presented. 

The first is that the sample is limited to the larger stores and the 

definition of small and large differs somewhat from city to city. 

Secondly, in ti1o preparation of -xcekly estL:1ates, all stores received 

equal weight; i.e., no adjustments were mde for varying sampling rates 

from city to city or., 7d thin a city, for varying sampling rates amoag 
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the three t,ypes of stores. The analysis of sa~pling variation which 

follo'R"S also gives each store equal weight so the estimates of sampling 

errC'r are in accordan~e with the struct'.lre of estimates of absolute 

change in rate of apple sales. 

The analysis of pounds o~ apples sold, ignoring customer coun+,s, 

will b3 presentf:d first and then '7e will ctJndder implications of the 

use of lbs/100 ~usto:ners. For tv;o re2so:1s t~12 se:-riple is such that, 

strictly speaking, u:1biased estimates of t::.c sa:,..,p2-ing error cannot be 

obtained, ::Yithin a type of store and city t!-_0 s2.:nple is not an 1.l.ffi"e-

stricted random sample of stores; and, seco.::1G.l:r, thG syste:n for sch-.;J.uling 

observation hours ''ras Dot a system of probability s:o9ling from rrhich 

unbiased estimates of sampling errors can be ~de. ::01Yever, since the 

sa~ple of stores and scheduled hours of observation remained fixed 

through time it is appropriate to use the stcrc x ~·reek interaction as 

an edtimate of campling error pcrtain:i...'1J~ to r'?"cek to ""'ie8k changes. The 

store x week interaction is a measure of tho un:::xp~ aL;2d v2.:-.·iation from 

store to store of the difference in sales f!'sm C'1.: ,·,·eck to anotl:cr~ 

Since 'YG are intur;:n·cting tho sa"llple ::ts bein~ str?.~iliod by city and 

type of store, we arc interested in the i-:>Oui cd st-::,:..~c x neek interaction 

within cities and tJ~es of store. 

As a J.eyi_,::c foj_· obtaining the :;to:::-c ' .7 ek :· :r':-craction, the analy-

sis of varia:1ce Yras used.. In tatlc l, tr.e c>.nP..J_Jrsl.:; of variance for all 

cities combined is shown, The mean sqt:..'l!:'CS ··~h2.t are of most interest 

are for wc;ekJ ar.d ci tiE:s x weeks: as C'·-,J!~')a~C:. vo stores x weeks within 

cities and tyye of .-:kreo Y.:e ::'ean square for cities is meaningless 

because differences in rate of purchase from city to city is confounded 

with diff3rences in sa~ple design. 

________ The mean square for stores within cities was separated int,o three 
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Table 1. Combined ~nalysis of Variance for all Cities of Pounds 
of Apples Sold 

First part Second part Complete 
of "?TGek of week week 

d/f ~!can Sq. d/f Mean Sq. d/f Mean S~. 

Cities 7 2856 7 5366 7 5373 

"Yeeks 16 553 16 2724 16 685 

Cities x ;.veeks 112 103 112 251 112 214 

Stores '::i thin cities 88 2129 64 8356 160 5103 

Type of store x weeks 
'tithin cities 256 99 256 307 256 198 

Stores x vrceks 
within ci tics 
mthin types 1152 107 768 181 23J4 162 

Chain 384 230 256 313 768 328 
Large Ind. 384 74 256 207 768 136 
Hedimn Ind. 384 16 256 23 768 20 

components, typo of store, type of store by dty, and storos ··.i.thin 

cities vTi thin types, but th:;se co:nponents are not shO'.m herein. 'lbe 

mean square for the interaction of types of store ··rith city could be 

significant because the definition of typo varied from ci~ to city 

rather than any real interaction of type VQth city. Also, the variation 

among stores is confounded with days so tho mean square for store 

differences is of little or no use. However, a comparison of the mean 

square for weeks and for cities x weeks with stores x weeks within 

cities ~thin types is appropriate and was one of the principal reasons 

for doing the analysis of variance. 

For the whole week the mean square for cities by ~eks is 214 

as compared TTi th an error mean square of 162 which suggests that in-

sufficient data were _ _Qbta.inoci fQ:t" individual cities to make acceptable 
--- -- - - --- ---

---~w JilQ'Le,.@nt:; rates by cities.~ Ori too other hand, the mean 
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square for weeks is 635 as compared with 162, su::;gesting that the 

estimates of changes L~ sales for all cities combined approached a 

reasonable level of acceptance. The estimate of the standard error of 

the difference in sales bct":'men tw·o weeks for all eight cities combined 

is /(2)~~~62) = 1.39. Since the overall average pou..11ds sold per ob

servation period '':"aS 13.9 this means the standard error of a difference 

is estimated at 10.0 per cent of the avera3e sales per observation 

period (table 2.). 

From t!:G 17 weekly averages for all cities combinE:d, 77Gek to 

'!Teek chan:;es '"'Ore coq:mted. ~line of these changes ··:ere less t~an 1.39 

a.:id 13 i'T8!.'C less ti1ar.. (2) (1.39) = 2. 78. He";ce only three out of 16 

esti~tes of char~G differed by more than the so-called 2-sig3a lL~ts 

from no change. It is clear that greater precision is needed. Yne large 

·sampling error is caused primarily by infrequent large purchases. On 

occasion, a few· stores were sellin;s bushel lots. 

For a~ L~di\~dual city the estL~te of the standard error of the 

difference in sales bet;veen two weeks is j(2) (162) = 3.93 which, when 
21 

divided by t~·,o overall mean per observation period, gives a relative 

standard error of 28 per cent. Separate estimates of sa~ling error 

could be computed for each city but this seems inadvisable because the 

csti:mates of variance are subject to large error of C!Stima tion. 

The square roots of the mean square in tho last four lines of table 

1 were divided by the corresponding means ~hich gave the coefficients of 

variation recorded in table 3. For c!->.ain stores and observations lirni ted 

to the last part of thG week the coefficient of variation was 46 as com-

pared to 92 for all stores when observations are taken during the entire 

week. It is not new information to note that greater "precision" would 

be obtained by limiti..'lg the sample to chain stores and ·.reek end sales. 

---- ----~--



Table 2. Average Number of Pounds of Apples Sold per Store Observation 

\liTE E K 

I 
jit;r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Mean 

l~lanta 13.9 15.2 2L .• 2 19.3 14.1 18.7 20.3 9.0 16.2 1h.9 19.9 8.3 7.8 15.4 17.1 15.8 13.0 15.5 
I 

iichmond 15.6 15.5 16.1 16.9 14.5 17.9 20.1 12.7 17.9 15.6 17.4 11.8 6.0 15.0 14.3 11.2 11.6 1~.7 

\no:xvi1le 9.3 8.5 9.8 6.4 8.0 5.9 8.6 8.9 6.5 8.7 9.0 17.5 3.7 6.1 5.9 8.0 7.7 g.2 

3oston 22.8 27.5 21.5 29.7 29.8 21.5 24.6 21.6 21.0 15.4 16.7 17.6 11.2 19.8 18.4 18.2 15.1 2).7 
I 
\0 

' 

)b.iladelphia 17.7 16.0 13.2 15.6 4.0 12.3 12.4 15.0 13.9 14.9 13.1 11.1 12.5 13.2 14.5 15.3 16.7 13.6 I 

?ittsburgh 8.8 10.9 9.6 14.1 11.3 12.0 10.1 10.1 8.4 9.5 12.0 7.7 7.2 9.4 10.5 8.7 9.1 1 ).0 

Rochester 10.7 11.0 17.9 10.6 12.0 12.3 9.7 8.7 12.0 9.6 13 .L~ 9.3 4.8 15.4 17 .o 18.2 17.3 1~.3 

Ithaca-Elmira 17.9 21.4 17.7 21.0 17.5 11.3 15.2 15.9 lG.o 12.0 1).1 9.4 9.4 10.0 17.6 17.8 17.9 16.1 

Mean 14.6 15.8 16.2 16.7 13.9 14.0 15.1 12.7 14.2 12.6 14.6 11.6 7.8 14.0 14.4 1h.2 13.5 11.9 

I 
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Table 3. i'.vcrage pounds of apples sold per observation period and 
coefficients of variation 

Type of store 

Chain Larg.:; Ind. Hediu:n Ind. All stores 
Part of He an Coef. ~·~ean Coef. J~ean Coef. ~.~ean Coef. 
week (lbs.) of var. (lbs.) of var. (lbs.) of var. (lbs.) of var. 

First 16.6 91 9.1 95 2.7 147 9.5 109 

Second 38.2 46 16.3 88 4.8 101 19.8 68 

Complete 25.9 70 12.2 96 3.6 125 13.9 92 

The problem is to determine what happens to the bias as t!-te sample is 

restricted more and ::J.Ore to the largest stores ar.::i he1.viest shopping 

ho~rs. Or, is it a valid objective to measure c~2~ges in chain store 

sales during Frid::ty and Saturday from one week to the next? Intuitively 

one might expoct, in general, the week end cr~~ges in sales for chain 

stores to fluctuate ·nore than the actual char1.ge i::c. totJ.l sales for all 

stores. 

The d2 t::t '.-rere studied for evidence of this but no definite conclusion 

could be reached. The mean squares for v::cri:.tio;: ::tmong ~·.:eeks within 

cities and for store x •,•reeks ·within cities ;·;e!'e C;)!:muted for each part 

of week and each type of store as shown in tho first two lines of table J-1.. 

For the first and :::econd parts of the vreek anti tl-:e ·rlhole week the mean 

squares for weeks are regarded as estim tes of g- 2 + 4 d- v?, (/""'" 2 + 
3 ... w2 and~ 2 + 7 q- w2 respectively, where r 2 represents an error 

2 variance and is estimotted by the store x weeks mca.11 square, and ~ w 

is a variance component repr~senting actual vnriJtion among weeks. 

Estimates of ~ w are given in the third lL1e of table 4 and in the last 

line the ratios of the estimates ofe- w to tho corresponding means arc 
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Table 4. Mean Squares for 1!fceks and Stores x 1.1fcuks for Types of Stores and Parts of 'Vock. 

;: :I 
II First Part of Wook 1/ Second Part of ,~eok 2/ Complete ':Vcok 3/ 
I 

~L;• Mean square !!/ 
tore x weeks mean 

e1uf1re 

~uare root of weeks 
v~:riance component 

I 

Largo 
Chain Ind. - -

272 66.2 

230 74.1 

3.24 

Mudium All Largo 
'Ind. 'r,ypos Chain Ind. - -- -
18.5 159 914 233 

15.8 105 312 207 

0.82 2.13 14.2 2.95 

Hodium All Largo Medium All 
Ind. 'JYpes Chain Ind. Ind. Types - -
26.8 560 532 119 18.4 2'73 

23.5 213 328 136 2).2 165 

1.05 6.21 5.39 2.27 

Mt~ 16.6 9.1 2.7 9.5 38.2 16.3 4.8 19.8 25.9 12.2 3.6 13.9 

~~uare root of weeks 
:v{lriance divided by 
m~an .20 .30 .22 .31 .18 .22 .31 .21 .16 

1/ For each type of store the stores x weeks mean square is based upon (8) (3) (16) = 384 degrees of freedom, 
-1 and for all types combined the stores x weeks mean square is based upon (B) (11) (16) = 1408 degrees of freedom. 

2/ For each type of store the stores x weeks mean square is based upon (8) (2) (16) = 256 degrees of freedom, 
- and for all types combined the stores x weeks mean square is basod upon (8) (8) (16) = 1204 degrees of freedom. 

3/ For each type of store the stores x weeks mean square is based upon (8) (6) (16) = 768 degrees of freedom, 
- and for all types combined the stores x weeks moan square is based upon (8) (20) (16) = 2560 deGrees of 

freedom. 

4/ Each mean square for weeks is based upon (B) (16) = 128 degrees of freedom, i.e. it is a variation ~mong 
- weeks within cities. 

I 
1-' 
I-' 
I 
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sho~vn. These ratios are subject to large error of estimation, but it is 

interesting to note that the largest ratio is for chain stores for the 

second part of the week which is in accordance with the hypothesis that 

the relative week to week changes tend to be larger for the largest 

stores and week end sales than for the week as a 11hole and all stores. 

J .. djustment for Number of Customers 

The F-ratio for weeks to stores x :reeks -crithin cities VTithin 

types is 7.7 for nQ~ber of cu.stoners as compared to 4~2 and 3.5 for the 

u.nadjustBd and adjusted mean squares for pounds of apples sold (table 5.). 

Table 5. :~onalysis of Variance for Complete T7eek 

Pounds of apples, 
Pounds of Number of adjusted for numbe: 

apples customers of customers 

.Source d/f ~!ean Sq. d/f !!ean Sq. d/f Mean Sq. 

Cities 7 5373 7 16759 7 5309 

·veeks 16 685 16 2628 16 361 

Cities x '.lfeeks 112 214 112 648 112 248 

Stores vri thin cities 160 5103 160 17595 160 1379 

T.YPe of store x weeks 
within cities 256 198 256 212 256 159 

Stores x weeks 
within cities 
within types 2304 162 2304 341 2303 104 

Chain 768 328 768 627 767 188 
Large Ind. 768 136 768 330 767 99 
Hedi u.m Ind. 768 20 768 67 767 17 

F - ratios y 4.2 7.7 3.5 

J:/ 1,'feeks mean squa:-..~e divided by mean square 
cities 1,'7i. thin types. 

for stores x weeks within 

It is quite clear that the variation in customer counts from week to week 

is not just a matter of sampling variation. In addition to sampling error 

-·-- ----- ---·-·· -~-----.. ·-----"-----·-~~----
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the week to week differences could be caused by changes in the true total 

number of customers or difforences in the defil'.i tion of a customer which 

could be the result of differences in the way counts are taken, In 

either event doubt is cast on the advisability of adjusting for customer 

counts (or using an index based upon pounds sold per 100 customers as an 

index for the purpose of sho~Ting changes in sales). The fact that the 

F-ratio for customer counts is 7.7 and that the F-ratio for the adjustBd 

mean square is less than for the unadjusted mean square, suggests that 

part of the difference in sales from -::reek to week is accoun.ted for by 

changes in the true total numbers of customers. If so, pounds per 100 

customers is not d8signed to maasure the full cr.ang<J. 

The conditions under vmich ~~ adjustment for numbers of customer 

would be idee.l are: (1) variation in custo!:'.er counts from i7eek to rreek 

no larger than sampling error and (2) a "b..igh corrolation between pounds 

sold in an hour and number of customers. Note that the correlation in

volved is not a correlation between sales and customar counts among stores 

or among hours for a given store but is a residual correlation after store 

differences betvreen hoUEs of a \~ek have been removed, That is the case 

because the sample remaim:; unchanged through time. One might expect the 

residual correlation to be rather small. 

An index of sales based upon sales per observation period is in

dicated rather than pounds per 100 customers. T~s would place more emphasis 

in keeping the observation periods constant in length from one week to 

another or making some adjustments if an enumerator gets started 15 minutea 

late, etc. 

Analysis for the individual cities 

For the individual cities the results are erratic and do not bring 

out much ne"V' information (table 6). The comments made earlier about 



Source 
of 

variation 

Store a 

Weeks 

Types x weeks 

Stores x weeks 
within types 

F - ratios 1/ 

·rablc 6. 

DeGrees 
of 

free do in 

20 

16 

32 

288 

1\nalysis of Variance for each City 

',tlanLa 
(Hoan squaros) 

Pounds Number Pounds of 
of of apples 

apples customers (adjusted) 

4820 8026 554 

408 434 233 

210 143 16o 

154 229 79 

2.6 1.9 2.9 

Richmond 
( 1~ean squares) 

Pounds Numb;;:r Pounds of 
of of apples 

ap:elcs customers (adjusted) 

8497 10477 2331 

231 268 165 

136 131 140 

191 289 10.2_ 

1.2 J.6 

1/ ~Vooko mean oquaro cli.virkJ by moan :JquarG for :J torur..i x YJuukc Hi thin type:..; F = 1.60 l'or 16 nnd )')0 
- degrees of froodom. 

I 
I-' 
~ 
I 
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Table 6. ~nalysis of Variance for each City (cont 1 d.) 

Knonti.lo Boston 
(Hcan squG.ros) (Hcan squares) 

Source D3grcos Pounds Number Poundn of Pounds Number Pounds of 
of of of of .'J.pples of of apples 

variation freedom apples customers (adjusted) apples customers (adjusted) 

Stores 20 2316 6979 579 8138 10472 559 

Weeks 16 176 319 247 550 1451 406 

Types x weeks 32 118 124 139 480 311 166 

Stores x weeks 
vii thin types 288 160 97 139 21.~1 263 67 

F - ratios 1/ 1.1 3.3 l.f1 2.3 S.5 6.1 

1/ Weeks moo.n squo.ro divided by moan 3quaro for stores x weoks within typc;c F = 1.6[3 for 16 and 300 
- dogr~os of froodom, 

I 
1-' 

'f-
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Table 6. Analysis of Vnriance for each City (cant' d.) 

Phi1ade1phi.:->.. 
c~~enn squares) 

Source Degrees Pounds Number Pounds of 
of of of of n.pp1es 

varia.tion fro adorn npl)1on _ cur.tomor£ __ ~tmtod) 

Stor(:js 20 8337 62610 556 

'\Yeeks 16 192 968 205 

'JYpes x w·eeks 32 144 291 86 

Stores x weeks 
within tl.Ees 288 168 737 69 

F - rntios 1/ 1.1 1.3 3.0 

l/ Weeks mean squ·1re divided by me::m square for stores x vreeks within 
ll ! ' ' - degrees of freedom. 

~II'': II 
' ' I I 

,I 

1-' 

'I I i if I I 

'• i 

I 
I 
i 

Pittsburgh 
(Henn squares) ....,_...---

Pounds Number Pounds of 
of of 1.pp1es 

n.pplc:n customers ( <td,j ur,tcd) 
--

1587 7703 455 

64 225 34 

81 103 63 

45 141 33 

1.4 1.6 1.0 

typos F • 1.68 for 16 ~nd 300 

I 
I-' 

?' 



Table 6, Analysis of Variance for each City (cont•d.) 

Rochester Ithaca-Elmira 
(Henn squares) (Hc.".n aqunren) 

Source Degrees Pounds Number Pounds of Pounds Number Pounds of 
of of of of :-tpples of of apples 

variation freedom apples customers (adjusted) apples customers (adjusted) 

Stores 20 3741 19685 1300 3387 14806 767 
I 

Weeks 16 2·9h 1484 1.~24 271 !012 192 1--' 
-l 
I 

Types x weeks 32 210 254 228 204 336 154 

Stores x weeks 
within types 288 124 ~90 98 209 388 158 

F - ratios 1/ 2.4 2.5 h.3 1.3 ~S.2 1.2 

1/ Weeks mean square divided by muan square for storc;s x weeks within types F "" 1.68 for 16 and 300 
- degrees of freedom~ 
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sampling error and adjustment for number of customers, in general, are not 

ru. tered. The sa:npling error is too large to :1easure week to week changes 

in sales, although an adjustment for number of customers could reduce the 

random error someNh~t, s~les adjusted for numter of customers does not 

me3.sure cmnges in s:1les to the extent that such changes may be accounted 

for by changes in the true total number of customers. 

The large F - ratios for number of customers in Boston and 

Ith3.ca - Elmira are rath8r curious. A review of the operntions in these 

cities might reveal the reasons, such as ;·reek differ,mces being associated 

with enumerator differences. 
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